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The study of phonon-polariton Raman scattering continues to be a challenge, in part because of the difficulty
of measuring relatively low intensity of scattered signals. This paper reports the experimental results on
phonon-polariton Raman scattering in a hexagonally poled LiTaO3 crystal, showing the anti-Stokes and Stokes
Raman signal intensities are significantly enhanced by cascading a couple of quasi-phase-matching processes
where the coherent polariton fields are driven and the enhanced scattering signals are further amplified.
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Quasi-phase-matching �QPM� makes nonlinear light wave
mixing active in a more general stage through phase com-
pensation with the modulation of secondorder nonlinear sus-
ceptibility ��2� of the medium,1–3 which usually leads to gen-
erating laser at a new frequency efficiently by sum
frequency,4 difference frequency,5 or parametric
amplification.6 In addition, the QPM approach has promising
applications, by modulating the phase and amplitude of an
optical field,7 compression of a tunable-chirp pulse,8 genera-
tion of an optical soliton,9 realization of optical bistability,10

optical chaos,11 etc. Other progresses, such as use of QPM
material as a coherent THz radiation source12 and bright en-
tanglement pair source,13 have emerged.

In addition, the QPM approach can also enhance the scat-
tering signal intensity in a nonlinear medium. In a recent
work,14 we reported the generation of a conical second-
harmonic beam in a hexagonally poled LiTaO3 �HPLT� crys-
tal by a quasi-phase-matched frequency adding of incident
light and elastic scattering light. The information relating to
elastic scattering in the HPLT as well as its symmetry was
revealed from the nonlinear diffractive pattern. QPM, for the
first time, showed its elegant function in the study of light
scattering.

Raman scattering, as a sort of inelastic scattering, is al-
ways accompanied by frequency change. Raman scattering
can be mediated by many different types of elementary ex-
citations in a medium, such as TO phonons, phonon-
polaritons, or plasmons. Compared to elastic scattering, Ra-
man scattering is much weaker, so it brings more challenge
in detection. One immediate question can be proposed, that
is, whether Raman scattering is possibly enhanced by the
QPM process in a ��2� modulated medium and what spec-
trum characteristic may be revealed if this occurs. In this
paper, we will report the experiment studies on QPM-
enhanced phonon-polariton �P-P� Raman scattering in a
manual microstructure—a HPLT crystal. The QPM approach
was first operated to generate two laser beams to drive an
intense coherent P-P field in the HPLT crystal and was then
used to amplify the generated Raman signals by parametric
amplification, which resulted in the generation of a stimu-
lated P-P Raman scattering. The anti-Stokes and Stokes spec-
trum with very low Raman shift down to 2 cm−1 and very
high scattering order up to the 11th rank was detected from
the medium. The resulting spectrum exhibits a comb-shaped
structure with an equal frequency interval tunable by chang-

ing the frequency of excited polariton. The QPM approach
was successfully introduced into the ��2� medium for en-
hancement of inelastic scattering.

In experiment, the HPLT slice of 20 mm�x��15 mm�y�
�1 mm�z� was fabricated by a field poling technique.15 The
nearly circularly inverted domains have −��2� distributed
hexagonally in the +��2� background, “lattice parameter” a
=9.05 �m, and a reversal factor D= �23%. This structure
offers a reciprocal vector �G�=4� /�3a along the x axis,
which is of sixfold symmetry. Figure 1 is the experimental
setup. The laser source is a tunable optical parametric oscil-
lator �OPO�, which can supply tunable pair beams generated
through down-conversion from a 355 nm laser. During this
measurement, one beam was tuned at wavelength of around
1064 nm as signal, the other one dependently tuned around
532 nm as pump �0. The pair beams have nearly Gaussian
profiles with a pulse width of �5 ns, linewidth �0.1 cm−1,
and repetition rate of 10 Hz, and were linearly polarized
along the z axis of the crystal. Two lenses, of focal lengths
f =40 cm and f =20 cm, were used to focus the pump and
signal beams into the sample with beam divergences of 10
and 16 mrad, respectively.

The pump and signal beams from the OPO were incident
onto the HPLT sample and propagated along its x axis, which
resulted in the generation of the third laser beam also at a
wavelength of a round 1064 nm by the difference frequency
generation �DFG� process. The reciprocal G by ��2� modula-
tion along the x axis made this process quasi-phase-matched.
Conventionally, in LiTaO3 crystal the lowest A1 phonon
mode �200 cm−1 or so� �Ref. 16� and the corresponding
phonon-polariton lying on its low-frequency wing can all be
excited but rather weak if only a single laser beam is used. In

FIG. 1. Experimental setup in which 1 and 2 are focal lens and
3 is the mirror of high reflection for signal and high transmission for
pump at 45°.
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the experiment, however, the excitation was greatly im-
proved. The intense P-P field �kp ,	p� was driven coherently
by two laser beams, k1 and k2, under the conservation con-
ditions of wave vector and energy:

kp = k1 − k2 and 	p = 	1 − 	2. �1�

Henceforth we define k1�k2� as the higher�lower� frequency
beam between the signal and the difference frequency
beams. Experimentally, kp=k1−k2 could be satisfied by mak-
ing use of the divergence of k1 and k2.

The intense P-P fields then supplied the inelastic source
and brought about new additional frequency 	as�n�

=	1

+n	p at anti-Stokes and 	s�n�
=	2−n	p at Stokes, where n

=1,2 ,3, standing for the order of Raman scattering. Mean-
while the wave vector conservation demands

kas�n�
= kas�n−1�

+ kp and ks�n�
= ks�n−1�

− kp. �2�

Here kas�n�
and ks�n�

are the wave vectors of the nth-order

anti-Stokes and Stokes, respectively, and for generation of
the first-order Raman pair kas�1�

and ks�1�
, we define kas�0�

=k1 and ks�0�=k2. Equation �2� can be ensured since the
crossing angle of kas�n�

to kas�n−1�
is rather small compared

with the divergence of k1 and k2. Equations �1� and �2� can
therefore be combined to be a cascaded automatic-phase-
matching �APM� two-step ��2� process. Figure 2 is the
sketched momentum geometry of this cascaded process. Ow-
ing to an intense coherent P-P field being excited, the high-
order scattering occurred. The Raman spectra exhibited a
multi-peak structure with 2�n+1� separate frequencies with
an equal frequency interval and the spatial distribution of the
scattering light on the screen behind the sample presented a
round spot or a round ring, depending on the phase-matching
geometry of the foregoing QPM-DFG process. If the pump
wavelength exceeds 531.64 nm, DFG must be noncollinear,
i.e., the generated k1 and k2 are not along the direction of
pump k0 but construct a momentum triangle. Then a ring
pattern can be expected on screen and the sequential APM

two-step process occurred also within the ring. Experimen-
tally the pattern developed from an obscured spot to a ring
when the wavelength of pump k0 varied from
531.64 to 532.39 nm, which was very consistent with theo-
retical estimation. In this experiment, the coherent P-P field
was tuned in the range of 2–42 cm−1 by changing pump
wavelength, which lay on the low-frequency wing of the
lowest A1-TO phonon mode. Although the P-P dispersion
characteristic may still be disturbed by possible Debye relax-
ation mode, defect mode, or other low-frequency excitations
in this crystal, the previous work gave that absorption coef-
ficients of the polariton in this range were small, showing the
polariton here to be photon-like.17

The Raman spectra corresponding P-P frequency 	p=19
and 8.5 cm−1 are shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, respectively.
The insets are their output patterns distributed on the screen.
The spectra have nearly symmetric distribution in which k1,
k2 �the middle two peaks� exhibit almost identical intensity
due to QPM interaction. The peaks are where the anti-Stokes
or Stokes side has an order number of as many as 7 or 8. The
intensity of high order Raman signal is relatively low but
decreases more slowly with n getting larger. In Fig. 3�a� the
anti-Stokes side, the intensity ratio of adjacent peaks
Ias�n� / Ias�n−1� differs greatly, from 14% �n=1� to 70% �n=8�.
The measured average power for the highest order of Raman
shift was 100 nW or so under the pump power of 4 mW and
the power of k1 or k2 of 10−2 mW. All peaks had almost the
same bandwidth to be 0.15 nm limited by the spectrometer
resolution of about 1.5 cm−1.

The intensity of these Raman peaks generated by the
cascaded process was essentially related with the
equivalent nonlinear susceptibility �p

�3� that was defined:
�p

�3�=4�	p�1
�2��2

�2� /cnp
p
2,18 in which �1

�2�= �1−2D���2�

��−	p ;	1 ,−	2�, �2
�2�= �1−2D���2��−	as�n� ;	as�n−1� ,	p�, 
p

is the polariton absorption coefficient, np is the refraction
index of polariton, and c is the light velocity in vacuum.
Both �1

�2� and �2
�2� are in proportion to ��2� of crystal and

structure-sensitive dependent on the reversal factor D of do-
main modulation, which distinguishes QPM material from
homogeneous crystal. Experimentally, we did observe the
dependence of Raman intensity on the parameter D. Besides,

FIG. 2. Phase matching in the cascaded generation of anti-
Stokes and Stokes Raman signals. Only the first three orders are
sketched for simplification. The inner momentum parallelogram ac-
counts for the initial QPM-DFG process and the outer one for the
QPM parametric amplification for anti-Stokes and Stokes signals.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Raman spectra with �a� 	p=19 cm−1 and
�0=531.82 nm and �b� 	p=8.5 cm−1 and �0=531.92 nm. The in-
sets are the corresponding spatial distributions.
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the direct four-wave-mixing �FWM� relating to third-order
nonlinear susceptibility �d

�3� of the medium could also con-
tribute to the multi-order Raman signal by fulfilling kas�n�

=2kas�n−1�−kas�n−2� and ks�n�=2ks�n−1�−ks�n−2�. But �d
�3� was

much smaller than �p
�3� in our case because of the phonon-

polariton excited here far from the resonance of A1 mode.18

In a traditional P-P Raman experiment, Raman signal was
very weak compared with incident beams and brought chal-
lenge in detection. Experiment with nanosecond pulse in
GaP gave a relative intensity of 10−7–10−6,19 10−3 in calcite
with picosecond pulse,20 also 10−3 in LiNbO3 even though
femtosecond pulse was used.21 Meanwhile a single ��3� pro-
cess such as stimulated Raman scattering �SRS� and a direct
FWM, which was realized in fiber22 or cavity,23 gave the
prevalent value of 10−5–10−3 with pico- or nanosecond
pulse; other cases gave a little larger conversion efficiency
only if femtosecond pump was used24 or the medium was of
high Raman activity such as liquid or gas.25 These experi-
mental values were in good approximation with theoretical
estimation by the relevant �p

�3� or �d
�3� mentioned above. So in

our case with nanosecond pulse and performing at frequency
far from phonon resonance, the relative intensity of 14%–
70% and the scattering order up to 8 should be attributed to
the subsequent QPM parametric amplification process. It
could bring the rapid growth of the seed signal.26 Here the
seed was the generated anti-Stokes and Stokes signals and k0
serves as the pump. Then

k0 = kas�n�
+ ks�n�

+ G and 	0 = 	as�n� + 	s�n�, �3�

n=1,2 ,3. . . . In fact, setting n=0 this equation can also de-
scribe the initial QPM-DFG process producing the two co-
herent fields k1 and k2, which is shown by the inner momen-
tum parallelogram in Fig. 2 while the outer one stands for the
parametric amplification process of n�0. Therefore the am-
plitudes of each order anti-Stokes Eas�n� and Stokes Es�n�
should develop according to the coupling equations below:

dEas�n�

dx
= − i

	as�n�

nas�n�c
�fas�n��p

�3�Eas�n−1�E1E2
* + �ef f

�2�E0Es�n�
* � ,

�4�
dEs�n�

dx
= − i

	s�n�

ns�n�c
�fs�n��p

�3�Es�n−1�E2E1
* + �ef f

�2�E0Eas�n�
* � ,

in which E0 was assumed to be constant since less than 5%
of the pump was depleted experimentally. E1 and E2 were the
amplitudes of k1 and k2, respectively; �ef f

�2� = f��2�

��−	as�n� ;	0 ,	s�n�� /2 was effective nonlinear susceptibility
for this parametric amplification process. Here f =0.29 was
the Fourrier coefficient of reciprocal G ;nas�n� and ns�n� were
the refraction indexes; and fas�n� and fs�n� were spatial factors
which were related with polariton’s linear diffraction effect
and its spatial overlap with related parametric waves.26 The
coupling equations are under proper approximation, such as
the multi-polariton process, are not included because it in-
volves higher order nonlinear susceptibility. So the APM
two-step process expressed by the first term on the right-
hand side of Eq. �4� was the main origination of the Raman

signal. The second term described the amplification process
of anti-Stokes and Stokes signals by pump. The traditional
P-P Raman scattering through a two-step process can also be
described by Eq. �4� but without the amplification term, so
the intensity was rather weak. Exact numerical simulation of
Eq. �4� was a little complicated due to the difficulty of the
selection of several parameters, here for simplicity, we omit-
ted the first term and substituted just a proper initial seed
Ias�n��0� for the optical amplification process. Then we got
the anti-Stokes intensity gain at its low limit, which is similar
to the case in a traditional parametric process27 and it is

Gas�n��l� = � Ias�n��l�

Ias�n��0�
− 1� �

2	as�n�	s�n��0��ef f
�2��2

n0nas�n�ns�n��0c3 I0l2,

�5�

where l is the interaction length, n0 is the refraction index of
pump wave, and �0 and �0 are the vacuum permittivity and
susceptibility, respectively. Gas�n��l� is proportional to pump
intensity I0 and the square of l. In experiment, we measured
the dependence of the Raman spectrum on the pump power,
under the condition that k1 and k2 were adjusted to identical
intensity, so the seed Ias�n��0� decided by the origination term
in Eq. �4� was kept identical. Figures 4�a� and 4�b� reveal
great differences both in scattering intensity and scattering
order with moderate pump powers of 3.0 and 8.2 mW, re-
spectively. The inset demonstrated that the intensity of the
first-order anti-Stokes signal increased linearly with pump
power, which can be deduced from Eq. �5�. Moreover, an
exponential growth can be expected if higher power pump is
used.26 Nevertheless, using the present model we cannot ex-
plain exactly the intensity ratio Ias�n� / Ias�n−1�, which increases
with n from 14% �n=1� to 70% �n=8� in Fig. 3�a�. We
suggest a possible explanation that the high-order peaks can
be produced through the several direct FWM processes. A
richer variety of such phase-matching geometries appear for
larger n, thus corrections should be made to the origination

FIG. 4. Raman spectra with different pump intensities at �0

=531.89 nm. Average pump powers in �a� and �b� are 3.0 and
8.2 mW, respectively. The inset is the first anti-Stokes intensity
going linearly with pump intensity.
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term in Eq. �4� especially when n gets much larger.
We varied the wavelength of pump �0 in the range of

531.64–532.39 nm and observed the accompanied Raman
spectra are similarly distributed but the intensity differs, es-
pecially at some pump wavelength the scattering order is up
to 11. Figure 5 displays the first- and second-order anti-
Stokes signal intensity dependent on �0 by plots I and II,
respectively. Both exhibit two maximums. This can be attrib-
uted mainly to the difference in the process the Raman signal
originated: as �0 tuned toward 531.64 nm �collinear QPM-
DFG� or neared 532.39 nm �maximal permissive wavelength
for noncollinear QPM-DFG�, the parametric interaction vol-
ume got to be smaller and this significantly decreased the
DFG efficiency and accordingly decreased the generation of
phonon-polariton and the intensity of the final Raman signal.
When �0 neared 532 nm, the frequency of excited phonon-
polariton was very low due to k1 and k2 being nearly degen-
erate. The diffraction effect got rather remarkable, which led
�p

�3� contribution diminish sharply.26 Thus plots in Fig. 5
should contain two maximums. All the higher-order peaks
follow the same rule as shown in Fig. 5, except that they
have lower intensity.

In our experiment range, a low-frequency polariton in the
range of 2–42 cm−1 was excited, which corresponded to a
popular region of THz.12 We did not find obvious evidences
for low-frequency local excitation in this range, which con-
sisted with most of the previous works.14 Although the po-

lariton in this range is photon-like, the two-step ��2� process,
in some meaning, still differs from a general optical paramet-
ric process occurring in the visible and infrared ranges of
medium. In fact, the polariton has a short free path varying
from several millimeters to several centimeters due to
damping,19 which made the process not so efficient com-
pared to a general cascaded ��2� process.

It is worth noting the P-P Raman signal here is crucially
dependent on the reversal factor D. As D→0.5, �p

�3�→0; the
Raman signal only originates from direct FWM because �d

�3�

always exists. In this case, the Raman signal can still be
amplified by the later QPM parametric process. However, it
is relatively weak compared with the present result because
�d

�3��p
�3� when 	p is far away from that of the A1 mode. We

proved the presumption from a one-dimensionally periodi-
cally poled LiTaO3 with D→0.5. In the present work we
used a two-dimensional structure instead of a one-
dimensional structure since the former has a better homoge-
neity of poling usually and can be well controlled for a re-
quired parameter D.

In summary, the P-P Raman scattering was experimentally
studied in a HPLT crystal. In contrast to a single domain
LiTaO3 crystal, the HPLT crystal offers a valuable platform
to perform QPM interaction. In this work, the QPM structure
was used for a dual purpose: to assist in exciting intense
polariton fields first and then to amplify the enhanced Raman
signal. A simplified step-accomplished model has been pro-
posed to describe the cascaded nonlinear processes and a set
of coupling equations is developed to account for the experi-
ment results. The resulting Raman spectrum exhibited a
comb-shaped structure with high intensity, suggesting it may
be of technological importance for developing a novel Ra-
man laser with the multi-wavelength output and a tunable
frequency interval. The work presents a novel and efficient
method to study the inelastic scattering and the elementary
excitation in a nonlinear medium.
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